In this work, we revisited the ZGB model in order to study the behavior of its phase diagram when two well-known random networks play the role of the catalytic surfaces: the Random Geometric Graph and the Erdös-Rényi network. The connectivity and, therefore, the average number of neighbors of the nodes of these networks can vary according to their control parameters, the neighborhood radius α and the linking probability p, respectively. In addition, the catalytic reactions of the ZGB model is governed by the parameter y, the adsorption rate of carbon monoxide molecules on the catalytic surface. So, to study the phase diagrams of the model on both random networks, we carried out extensive steady-state Monte Carlo simulations in the space parameters (y, α) and (y, p) and showed that the continuous phase transition is greatly affected by the number of neighbors per node while the discontinuous one remains present in the diagram throughout the interval of study.
I. INTRODUCTION
Phase transitions and critical phenomena of equilibrium systems have, for a long time, been studied mainly through Monte Carlo simulations, making it one of the most important methods in Statistical Mechanics. More recently, nonequilibrium systems have also attracted a lot of attention, since it was discovered that they can exhibit similar behavior to those found in equilibrium systems. One of those systems which has been extensively studied and has become a prototype in nonequilibrium Monte Carlo simulations is the surface reaction model known as ZGB model. In their pioneering work, R.M. Ziff, E. Gulari, and Y. Barshad [1] proposed a model that describes some nonequilibrium aspects of the production of carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) molecules through the reaction of carbon monoxide (CO) molecules with oxygen (O) atoms, both adsorbed on a catalytic surface represented by square lattices. Despite its simplicity, this model presents a rich phase diagram with two irreversible phase transitions, one continuous and another discontinuous, separating the reactive phase from two absorbing phases [1] [2] [3] . In addition, this model had shown to be capable of reproducing some aspects of transition-metal catalysts being, therefore, of interest for possible technological applications [4] [5] [6] . For instance, discontinuous phase transitions are observed in some experimental works on platinum [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] even though there are no experimental evidences of the continuous phase transition presented in the ZGB model. In fact, reaction processes in catalytic surfaces have also gained much attention due to their importance on the petrochemical and automotive industries [13] .
Since its discovery, several modified versions of the original model have been proposed. Similarly, some works have considered the desorption and/or diffusion [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] of CO molecules. Other works included the presence of impurities on the surface [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] or took into * paulofreitasgomes@ufg.br account the attractive and/or repulsive interactions between the adsorbed molecules [27, 32] . Notably, most numerical works on the ZGB model has considered regular square lattices (SL) as the catalytic surfaces where the reactions occur. On the other hand, only few works took into account different network structures, such as hexagonal [2, [33] [34] [35] , fractal [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] and Voronoi-Delaunay random lattices [41] . Khan and Yaldram [42] have also considered a two-layer structure built through the interaction among the sites of two square lattices. A simple way to create a flexibility on the pattern of the sites communication is to arrange them in a more sophisticated manner and a natural suggestion is a simple random network. Unlike regular networks, e.g. square or hexagonal lattices, in which there exists only a single node degree (each site, or node, has a fix number of connections or neighbors), the random networks present a tractable degree distribution thus creating a whole new set of topological properties.
II. THE MODEL

A. The Ziff-Gulari-Barshad model
The Ziff-Gulari-Barshad (ZGB) model [1] is a catalytic surface model that mimics the production of carbon dioxide molecules (CO 2 ) when carbon monoxide (CO) and oxygen (O 2 ) molecules, both in the gas phase, impinge the surface with rates y and 1 − y, respectively. In the adsorption process, the O 2 molecules dissociate into two oxygen (O) atoms and, therefore, the sites of the surface can be filled with O atoms, CO molecules, or be vacant (V ). Once adsorbed on the surface, the CO molecules and O atoms can react producing CO 2 molecules. The set of reactions follows the Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism [43] and can be represented by the following reaction equations:
Eq. 1 is related to the CO molecule adsorption process. The molecule in the gas (g) phase impinges the surface with a rate y being adsorbed (a) on it only if the randomly chosen site is vacant. On the other hand, as stated by Eq. 2, if the O 2 molecule is chosen (with a rate 1 − y), it dissociates into two O atoms and both are adsorbed on the surface only if the two neighbor sites, also chosen at random, are empty. If any of the adsorption sites is occupied, the adsorption processes do not occur and the O 2 molecule returns to the gas phase. The production of CO 2 molecules, which is represented by Eq. 3, occurs whenever O atoms and CO molecules are neighbors on the surface. In this reaction, the CO 2 molecule desorbs from the surface leaving two vacant sites behind. As shown above, y is the sole parameter that controls the kinetics of the ZGB model. Regardless its simplicity, the model presents two irreversible phase transitions when implemented on the regular square lattice (SL). The first one is a continuous phase transition which takes place at y 1 0.3874 [44] and separates the absorbing phase where system is poisoned by O atoms (0 ≤ y < y 1 ) and the active phase (y 1 ≤ y < y 2 ) in which there exists the production of CO 2 molecules. This active phase persists until y 2 0.5256 [45] when a discontinuous phase transition occurs and the system is trapped in the CO absorbing state (y 2 < y ≤ 1).
It is notable that this simple model is capable to describe the discontinuous phase transition experimentally verified by several authors, as stated above. In contempt of its existence in theoretical studies, there are no experimental evidences of the continuous phase transition. This last transition has also being studied by several authors with results supporting that the critical point belongs to the directed percolation (DP) universality class [46] [47] [48] .
B. Random Networks
In this work, we study the ZGB model in which the catalytic surface is represented by two possible random networks: the Random Geometric Graph [49, 50] and the Erdös-Rényi network [51] [52] [53] . A network (or a graph) is a set of vertices (or nodes) connected by a list of links (or edges) [54, 55] . Here, the vertices are the sites of the catalytic surfaces and the links representing the connectivity among the vertices provide the neighbors of each site. Each node and its connectivity are randomly defined on the catalytic surface according to the criterion for each considered random network. This criterion creates a distribution of all network properties such as degree (number of neighbors of each node), centrality, number of components and others. On the contrary, for the regular square and hexagonal lattices, each site has exactly four and six neighbors, respectively. Some of the questions we will try to answer in this work are the following: Are the continuous and discontinuous phase transitions present on both random networks? What is the effect of the connectivity on the properties of the ZGB model? Before answering these questions, we recapitulate the main properties of the random networks considered in this study and compare them to the square lattice (SL).
The Random Geometric Graph (RGG)
The RGG is constructed by placing M nodes (sites) at random in a square box of linear size L. We maintain the superficial density of sites d = M/L 2 constant in order to discard its effect when the size M of the network is adjusted. In this manner, for a given M we set L = M/d. Since the effective area of one site is 1/d, we adopt the linear size = 1/ √ d as the spatial scale to measure all distances in our study [56] . The neighborhood of a given site, as well as the network properties, is defined by a single control parameter r = α with α > 0, the neighborhood radius. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of a network with M = 256.
The criterion to define the connectivity is the following: two sites are connected, i.e., they are neighbors, if and only if the euclidean distance between them is less than α. An isolated set of nodes connected to each other defines a component [54] as represented in Fig. 1 (each color is a different component). In other words, a component of a graph is a group of nodes such that it is possible to go from any node to any other node through the connections among them. A graph with only one component is called connected, which means there is no isolated nodes. Therefore, the spatial positions of the nodes are the criteria to define the network connectivity of the RGG.
The number k i of neighbors of a given site i is called the degree and the average network degree is given bȳ
The value ofk for the RGG can vary from 0, when α = 0 and the system is totally disconnected, to M − 1 when α > √ 2L/2 (half the diagonal of the square) and the system is fully connected, i.e., everyone is everyone's neighbor. This particularity brings an important consequence: for small values of α, the network is not connected and there exist many components. The number of components N depends on the radius α since when it increases, k also increases and, consequently, the components grow up in size decreasing the value of N . So, N can vary from M whenk = 0 meaning a totally disconnected system, to 1 whenk = M − 1 and the network is fully connected.
Another important quantity to be considered is the size of the largest component S, i.e., the number of sites belonging to the largest component of the network. This quantity can vary from 1 meaning that all nodes are isolated (k = 0) to M when the network is fully connected (only one component, which is the size of the network) [57] . Therefore, for a network with a certain set of components, the size of its largest component can bring relevant information about the connectivity of the nodes. For instance, there exists a radius threshold in which the largest component S percolates and the network gets connected [58] . In order to study the phase transitions of the ZGB model on this random network, the radius threshold becomes an important parameter from which the phase transitions of the system can occur.
The Erdös Rényi network (ERN)
The Erdös Rényi network (ERN) is also constructed by placing M nodes in the network at random. However, the connections are chosen according to the probability p, i.e., each node has a probability p to be connected to another one [54, 55] . Hence, there is no spatial position in the definition of the ERN. This is the main difference between the RGG and the ERN: for a given number M of nodes, while the neighborhood radius α is the control parameter for the RGG, the probability p is the control parameter for the ERN. The other quantities such as N , S andk have the same meaning for the two networks. Therefore, the probability p is responsible for producing a network ranging from totally disconnected (p = 0 and k = 0) to fully connected (p = 1 andk = M − 1). In the general case we havek = p(M − 1). As it was shown above for the RGG, there is also a critical value of p andk that makes the largest component large enough to allow the percolation of the system [51, 59] : p c = 1/M which impliesk c = 1. If p > p c the network is percolated [60] . Indeed, it is needed at least one neighbor for each site in order to have a percolated graph.
For regular SL, the edges are the nearest-neighbors pairs of sites so that k i = 4 for all site i. Hence, the lattice is always connected (only one component): N = 1, S = M .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Monte Carlo simulations and topological properties of the networks
Before presenting our main results, we make a few general considerations about the Monte Carlo simulations carried out in this work, as well as, present the main topological properties of the RGG and ERN.
The model was simulated on catalytic surfaces with M = 128 2 sites with periodic boundary conditions. We used the density d = 1.0 throughout this paper, which gives = 1.0 and r = α. During the simulations, we compute the densities of CO molecules, ρ c , and O atoms, ρ o , both adsorbed on the catalytic surfaces, as well as the density of vacant sites, ρ v , and the density of CO 2 molecules, ρ 2 , released from the surface during the catalytic reaction. These densities are given by:
where n c , n o , n 2 and n v are, respectively, the number of sites occupied by CO molecules, O atoms, the number of CO 2 molecules produced in the active phase and number of empty sites.
The simulations started with all sites empty (initial condition) and we discarded the first 8.0 × 10 3 Monte Carlo steps (MCS) in order to reach the steady state. The results (the average values of the densities) were obtained by considering the following 1.5 × 10 4 MCS. All the simulations were carried out using Fortran and all the graphics were created using Python.
To study the two random networks, we considered three topological properties: the average degree distributionk, as well as the normalized number of components n and largest component s given by ) show these three quantities for the RGG and ERN, respectively. These results were obtained in the interval 0.1 ≤ α ≤ 10 and 10 −5 ≤ p ≤ 10 −3 which are centered on the percolation point. As can be seen in this figure,k has linear behavior in log scale for both networks. Another consequence of the degree distributions is that the random networks do not percolate for all values of the control parameters α and p. The percolation begins when the system is close to be connected meaning that there are only a few components.
As shown in Fig. 2(a) , the percolation starts for α 1.0 since s goes from 0 to 1.0 suddenly around this point meaning that even a small variation of α can produce huge transformations on the network from disconnected to connected. The normalized number of components n can also provide important information about the graph percolation even though it decreases smoothly from one to zero and. At α 1.0 its value is n ∼ 0.1 meaning that only 10% of the nodes are not connected to the largest component.
A similar behavior is found for the ERN (see Fig. 2 (b) ) although the curve of s is not as abrupt as for the RGG. We found that the percolation process is centered around p 10 −4 when 70% of the nodes (n = 0.3) are connected to the largest component. It starts at p ∼ 6 × 10 −5 , which is in accordance with the predicted value p c = 1/M ∼ 6.1 × 10 −5 [55] . The average degree in this point is also in agreement with the predictionk c = 1. These topological features will be important for the description of the phase diagrams, shown in the following sections.
B. Densities and phase transitions
At first, we compare the behavior of the densities as function of y for the ZGB model on the RGG and ERN with the one on the SL. The curves for the two random networks are very similar and, therefore, we decided to present only the results for RGG. In Fig. 3 , we present our findings for three different values of α.
As shown in Fig. 3(a) , for low values of α (α = 1.0), the system is in a regime without production of CO 2 molecules for any value of y > 0. In this case, the catalytic surface is composed by more than two thousand components, each one with a unique particle species: or O atoms or CO molecules. For y = 0, there exist only O atoms (when the network has components with two or more nodes) and vacant sites. For low values of y, most components are filled with O atoms but some isolated nodes or even larger components may have CO molecules. As y increases, the number of components with CO molecules also increases, as it should, and for y 0.5 the number of CO molecules grows rapidly while ρ o decreases. This phase diagram shows that the network is in an absorbing state for all values of y. However, this state is not as the two absorbing ones of the original ZGB model since there are no O-or CO-poisoned states. Instead, this absorbing phase is composed from O atoms, CO molecules and vacant sites. For this reason, we name this phase state as inactive state. bles the original one of the ZGB model: two poisoned states separated by an active phase with production of CO 2 molecules. However, the window of the active phase is larger than that of the standard model. The point separating the O-poisoned phase from the active state is y 0.24 and the point separating the active phase from the CO-poisoned phase is y 0.58. It is worth to mention that, for this value of α, the number of components n decreases substantially (see Fig. 2(a) ) approaching zero meaning that the network is already connected and percolated. That figure also shows that for this value of α the average degree isk 12.6 and s 1.
The phase diagram remains with three well-defined phases and the reactive window grows up until α 12. From this point on, the O-poisoned state disappears for y > 0 and the only present phase transition is the discontinuous one. Figure 3 (c) shows that for α = 12.0 there is no O-poisoned state for any value of y greater than zero preventing the model to have the continuous phase transition. On the other hand, the discontinuous phase transitions occurs at y 0.65. For this value of α, k 452, such that the most O 2 molecules which impinge the surface are adsorbed on it. In addition, the catalytic reaction, i.e., the CO 2 production, is greatly increased even for low values of y by the amount of neighbors of each O atom adsorbed after the dissociation process.
The behaviour of these densities in the ERN (not shown) are completely analogous to the ones described above for RGG. The inactive state in the ERN can be observed for p 10 −4 although a small production of CO 2 starts when the system percolates at p = 6.1 × 10 −5 . The two poisoned states and the active phase can be observed at p = 5 × 10 −4 . In this configuration the active phase range is 0.19 y 0.61. The last configuration where the O poisoned states is absent occurs at p 10 −2 , such that at p = 10 −1 we obtain an almost identical behaviour as the one presented at Fig. 3(c) .
For each random network there is a control parameter (α for RGG and p for ERN) which defines its average degreek, the distribution of components (n and s) and all other topological features. On the model side, the only control parameter is the CO adsorption rate y, therefore, only two parameters define the phase of the system in each case. For this reason, we are able to construct color maps showing the densities as function of (α, y) for the RGG and (p, y) for the ERN. However, we also suppress the results for the ERN since they are very similar to the RGG. Figure 4 presents the density color maps for the RGG in the range 0 < y < 0.8 and 0 < α < 12.
In Fig. 4(a) , we present the color map of ρ o in order to show the regions of the parameter space in which there exist O atoms. As can be seen the O-poisoned phase, which occurs whenever ρ o = 1.0, is indicated by the dark red color at the left side of the figure, which holds on only for low values of α and y 0.5. For α −→ 0 the only possible molecule to be adsorbed on the surface is the CO molecule (blue color) since the network has only isolated components. On the other hand, as stated above, for large values of α, the chance of an O atom adsorbed on the surface to react with one CO molecule is high enough to prevent the poisoning of the network and so, ρ o < 1.0. This figure also shows that for y 0.65 the density of O atoms drops to zero for any value of α and, as presented in Fig. 4(b) , this is the region where the system reaches the CO-poisoned state defined by ρ c = 1.0. This state, indicated by the dark red color, can be observed for y 0.5 and low values of α as well. Figure 4(c) presents the density of vacant sites ρ v . In this plot we can see that the dark blue color is related to the poisoned states in which there is no empty sites and ρ v = 0. On the other hand, one can notice a red colored region for α 0.3 and y around 0.6, which in turn indicates that each site has a large number of neighbors as well as there are more CO molecules impinging the surface than O 2 molecules. So, almost every O 2 molecule which reaches the surface is absorbed on it, interacting with CO molecules and creating two CO 2 molecules. Finally, in Fig. 4(d) one can see that the region of greatest production of CO 2 molecules is also the region of higher number of vacant sites. We can also observe the system approaching a stable regime at α 10 in which there is no more continuous phase transition and the point y of the discontinuous one becomes constant. 
C. CO2 production
In order to compare the production of CO 2 molecules between the two random networks considered in this study with the traditional SL, we chose the parameters α and p so thatk 4, thus creating networks whose sites have a comparable number of neighbors to those of the SL (k = 4). Figure 5(a) shows the CO 2 density ρ 2 as function of y for the three networks. Although the connectivity of both random networks is almost the same, Fig. 5(a) shows a striking discrepancy in the behavior of ρ 2 . While ERN produces a lot of CO 2 molecules for a large window of y−values, the active phase of RGG is restricted to a narrow window and with little production of CO 2 . In addition, the production of CO 2 molecules on the ERN resembles the one on the regular SL even though the continuous phase transition is not observed on the ERN withk 4. This result shows that although the connectivity is the first parameter considered when using different networks it is not the only important one to determine their properties. The effect of the topological properties of the networks can be more explicitly seen in the integrated intensity of ρ 2 as function of the aver-age degreek, which is proportional to the total volume of CO 2 produced in the range 0 < y < 1.0. Figure 5 (b) displays the greater efficiency in CO 2 production for the ERN when compared to the RGG atk < 100 while at k > 100 both networks have similar productions. The SL is represented by the yellow triangle atk = 4. At this point, ERN is twice as more efficient than SL and the production of CO 2 through RGG is close to zero. This is a dramatic evidence of the importance of the network topological properties on the system.
D. Phase diagrams
As shown above, the ZGB model considered in this work presents one active phase with production of CO 2 molecules, an O-poisoned state for low values of y and α (RGG) or p (ERN) and a CO-poisoned phase for large values of y. These three phases are also observed for the standard ZGB model on regular SL. In addition, the random networks produce another absorbing phase for low values of α and p (see Fig. 3(a) ) with the presence of both CO molecules, O atoms and vacant sites in a large num- ber of components, however without production of CO 2 molecules. Here, for simplicity, we named this absorbing phase as the inactive phase. Figures 6(a) and (b) show the phase diagram for the RGG and ERN, respectively, for 0 ≤ y ≤ 0.8, 0 ≤ α ≤ 13, and 10 −5 ≤ p ≤ 10 −1 . In the green colored region on both diagrams one finds the O-poisoned state and the red one represents the COpoisoned state. The blue colored region shows the phase where there are sustainable production of CO 2 molecules, i.e., where the catalytic reaction occurs. As can be seen on both phase diagrams, this active region occupies the majority of the area indicating that the CO 2 production is largely enhanced with the increase of α and p (which, in turn, increases the average degreek). Finally, the black colored region is the inactive region of the phase diagrams where the networks possess many components preventing the systems to percolate. For α < 1.0 (for RGG) and p < 5.0 × 10 −5 (for ERN), there are many components isolated from each other such that CO molecules can be trapped in one component, O atoms can be trapped in another one with two or more nodes, and there may be some vacant sites thus preventing the formation of any of the three phases present in the original model. For α = 1.0, p = 6.0 × 10 −5 (see the white dashed lines) and 0.4 < y < 0.6, each phase diagram presents an appendix (intersection between the blue region and the white dashed line), i.e., a small region belonging to the active phase. As can be seen in Fig. 2(a) and (b), these are the points where the networks start the processes of percolation even though there are many components yet. However, at these points the largest component is already large enough to start the catalytic reaction and the active phase is initiated. For increasing values of α and p the other phases appear as well as the continuous and discontinuous phase transition points.
Another important result we obtained in this study is that with increasing α and p, the continuous transition is eliminated for y > 0 while the discontinuous transition continues to exist and stabilizes at y 0.65 for both random networks. Therefore, the ZGB model on random networks is capable to reproduce, at least qualitatively, the existence of only one phase transition, the discontin-uous one, as predicted by experimental works [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
E. Visualization of the network
In order to better understand and make an intuitive idea of the network topological properties, crucial to understand the phase diagrams, we present in this section snapshots of the graphs for different control parameters. To visualize the RGG and ERN for different values of α and p, respectively, we plotted a figure in which each component is represented by specific color. Figure 7 shows the snapshots of the RGG for three different values of α and the largest component is represented by the red dots. In the Fig. 7(a) , we show the graph for α = 0.5, which givesk ∼ 0.79 and creates a large number of components N = nM 0.663×128 2 1.09×10 4 (see Fig 2) . As the sites of different components are not connected, there can be O atoms isolated in some components, CO molecules isolated in another components, or even vacant sites, creating what we call the inactive phase. In the Fig. 7(b) , we show a network with α = 1.0 which produces n ∼ 0.1. At this point, the largest component (in red) starts to be visible and its size allows the production of CO 2 molecules for some values of y (the intersection between the blue region and the white dashed line on the Fig. 6(a) ), although there is still no percolation. At α = 2.0 ( Fig. 7(c) ), the network is connected (composed of only one component): n ∼ 1/M and s ∼ 1.0, and the three phases of the original model can be observed. Fig. 8 shows the snapshots of the ERN for three different values of p and the largest component is also represented by the red dots. As the spatial position of the nodes has no meaning, we constructed the graphs in such a way that the isolated nodes are spread on the outermost part of the figure, the connected ones stay on the innermost part. The larger the degree closer to the center the node stays, so that the largest component is placed at the center of the box. Although the ERN and RGG are conceived in a very different way, the analysis of both networks are similar. In the Fig. 8(a) , we plot a snapshot with p = 5 × 10 −5 which produces n ∼ 0.59 such that most of the sites are isolated preventing the formation of active and poisoned phases (black region of Fig. 6(b) ). This behaviour is the expected one as the critical value for percolation is p c = 1/M ∼ 6.1 × 10 −5 as described above. For p = 10 −4 ( Fig. 8(b) ), the largest compo-nent grows up considerably (s ∼ 0.661) as the system just started the percolation, enabling the appearance of the active phase and of a small appendix at the inactive phase of the Fig. 6 . The graph for p = 5×10 −4 presented in Fig. 8(c) shows that the percolated network is almost connected (a few sites are still isolated) and the active and poisoned phases appear.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have performed steady-state Monte Carlo simulations in order to investigate the behavior of the phase transitions of the ZGB model when two different kinds of random networks are used as the surfaces where the catalytic reactions of the model occur. For these networks, the number of neighbors of a given site can be controlled leading to important changes in the phase diagram. For low values ofk the system is not percolated and all three original phases of the ZGB model on the SL are absent. After the network percolates the system enters in the regime where all ZGB original ZGB three phases are present. A remarkable feature is the absence of the O-poisoning phase in both networks for large average degrees. This finding entails the absence of the continuous transition in agreement with experimental works.
Our work sets a new precedent by showing that the communication pattern among the sites on the catalytic surface plays an important role to the point of theoretically reproduce only the phase transition observed experimentally. Furthermore, the crucial properties of the network go far beyond the simple number of neighbors, as evidenced by the calculation of the volume of CO 2 molecules in the three evaluated networks. Models like ZGB and others, that have been traditionally implemented in the square lattice, can have their understanding improved when others networks are used. The interdisciplinary association of a catalytic surface model with the Network Science greatly enriches the mathematical tools used in the scope of Statistical Mechanics. 
